The Ficticious Legal Entity Called a Person

A quote, famously attributed to Rothschild agent Col. Edward House, but rarely understood except by “one man in a million” envisages people as collateral on the national debt:
“
[Very] soon, every American will be required to register their biological property in a National system designed to keep track of the people and that will operate under the ancient system of pledging. 

By such methodology, we can compel people to submit to our agenda, which will affect our security as a chargeback for our fiat paper currency.  Every American will be forced to register or suffer not being able to work and earn a living. 

They will be our chattel, and we will hold the security interest over them forever, by operation of the law merchant under the scheme of secured transactions.  Americans, by unknowingly or unwittingly delivering the bills of lading to us will be rendered bankrupt and insolvent, forever to remain economic slaves through taxation, secured by their pledges. 

They will be stripped of their rights and given a commercial value designed to make us a profit and they will be none the wiser, for not one man in a million could ever figure our plans and, if by accident one or two would figure it out, we have in our arsenal plausible deniability.

After all, this is the only logical way to fund government, by floating liens and debt to the registrants in the form of benefits and privileges.  This will inevitably reap to us huge profits beyond our wildest expectations and leave every American a contributor or to this fraud which we will call “Social Insurance.” 

Without realizing it, every American will insure us for any loss we may incur and in this manner; every American will unknowingly be our servant, however begrudgingly.  The people will become helpless and without any hope for their redemption and, we will employ the high office of the President of our dummy corporation to foment this plot against America.
- Rothschild Agent Col. Edward House    ”

If you can decipher what this means, you will truly understand a massive piece of the Global Agenda. (Also see Agenda 21)      

Essentially, Rothschild agent Col. Edward House’s quote illuminates the multiple “need” for imposing Legal Person’s status upon us by the Satanic (Ego Worshipping) Elite.

The ‘Strawman‘, also known as the Legal Person or Natural Person is the idea that a Fictitious Legal Entity, called a PERSON, exists for purposes of Law and Commerce.

This PERSON is similar to a Company or Corporation in that it exists as a construct of the imagination – it has no real body, and no soul to save, but for legal purposes, carries similar rights and attributes to that of a Human Man or Woman.

These rights include Ownership of Property, Lobbying the Government, Voting, and other activities related to money.  The PERSON allows us to function with Limited Liability (read: Less Responsibility)

Our primary Legal Person, or “ID Card” consists of Birth Date, Eye color, Hair colour, Height, Weight, and now Fingerprints and Retina-scans, as if that’s all we are.  Nowhere on an ID Card are your Soul, Personality, Hopes, Dreams, or Capacity to Love ever mentioned. 
 
The emotional insecurities we have about our Bodies are magnified and exploited through constant propaganda and advertising, while our media hammers away at our psyche, “reminding” us that we are only Bodies, that bodies can only be sexy or ugly, and that Bodies and their Parts must be regarded as Possessions or Objects to be Owned.

In addition, by Registering (signing over to the state) your Biological Property (your body and the bodies of your children), creating a Birth Certificate (a Financial Security Instrument representing proof of parental consent in signing over the child) you are thus Consenting to the State’s Ownership of You and Your Children.

The State then creates a child’s very first Legal PERSON, with the parental signing of the Birth Certificate, which is given a “commercial value”.  If you have an older-style Birth Certificate, look on the Reverse side of it, to see 3 points of interest.

1) A 6-10 digit Number that you have never used in your life.

2) The words “Revenue Receipt” on the left side of this number.

3) The words “For Treasury Purposes Only” on the right side of the number.

Incidentally, before the 1900’s, people USED to write the evidence of a birth in their Family Bible.

This first Legal Person attached to you, is known as a “NATIONAL CITIZEN” which later becomes synonymous with being a “Government Employee”, when you SUBMIT (give in) an APPLICATION (to beg) for REGISTRATION (to sign over your rights) to become a SINner (by signing up for the Fraud called Social Insurance or Social Security).

You then receive your Employee ID # (also known as a SIN # and/or Social Security #) which creates another Person called a “TAXPAYER”.  This means you consent to the Income Tax Act, and now makes you liable for the Income Tax, in exchange for the “Benefits” of being a Government Employee.

The Strawman/Legal Person is thus the Evidence of your Signature (an oath) and Consent to Obey a set of Acts or Statutes, usually located on paper contract, or in a card form with your signature.

For example.  You sign for a “Drivers License” to create a Legal Person called a “DRIVER”, and have consented to follow the Traffic Safety/Motor Vehicle Acts of your state or province.

You sign up for a “Bank Account” to create a Legal Person called an “ACCOUNT HOLDER”, usually providing your SIN # as part of your “Identification” which consents to allowing access to your bank account by court order to pay your Income Taxes by force!

You sign up for “Voter Registration” to create Legal Person called a “VOTER”, which gets to vote for new Employee’s and Presidents/Prime Ministers for the Corporation your PERSON resides in, and thus consent to the actions of your representative and their party, even if it means going to war against an innocent foreign country, or proroguing their own Parliament illegally! 

There are literally dozens, if not hundreds of different PERSONS you can be holding, but none of them are YOU.

PERSONS must RESIDE within another Legal Entity, they cannot “Live” anywhere – that is why you are asked if you are a Resident of CANADA or the UNITED STATES.  Authorities are not asking you, the Living Man or Woman if you Live in the Country, the are asking if your Legal Person RESIDES (has the right to do business/work) within their Corporation.

We have to know what words mean when people claiming authority try to use Legal words to control us.  Legal dictionaries are different than regular dictionaries, because Legal words carry Weight in Law, and are often defined completely differently within various Acts, Statutes and Legal dictionaries.  It is literally another language, which is why they call it Legalese.

SOLUTIONS

Only by realizing and discerning WHO we really are : Powerful spiritual beings with unlimited creative potential created by God, can we break the first invisible chain keeping us from freedom.

“You can declare your Rights and stand upon them as a Sovereign Man or Woman by filing “Notices of Understanding and Intent” and “Claims of Right”, example of both available on the Web.  You must tailor your own Notices and Claims to your own situation. It is not a simple cookie-cutter process.

Standing upon your Sovereignty in court and winning is FACTUAL, but you must not fall for their NAME GAME, where they try to get you to accept your LEGAL NAME, which puts you in their jurisdiction.  Doing that, in the eyes of the court, turns you from a Living Human with Human Rights, into a Soulless Corporate Entity with No Rights whatsoever.

The best solution to win against the crooked and corrupt courts is to never go to court and play their fixed game at all.  If someone tries to use a Court Order against you, make sure it is SIGNED by a JUDGE or it is INVALID.  Most Court Order’s aren’t actually signed, and officials use unsigned Court Order’s as a confidence trick to gain your consent!

There is no silver bullet.  There is no lazy way to learn about your rights.  You must Research and do your homework to REALLY learn what you are doing.  Ignorantly walking into court is like playing carelessly with a loaded handgun.”

You are not a PERSON.  You are a Living Soul of Flesh and Blood.  A PERSON has Privileges that can be Revoked while a Living Human has Rights that are Inalienable!

Knowing THAT is the first step to stopping the War Against Consciousness.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH

Be it known to all who call themselves “government,” their “courts,” agents, and other parties, that I, John Doe, am a natural, freeborn sovereign individual, without subjects. I am neither subject to any entity anywhere, nor is any entity subject to me. I neither dominate anyone, nor am I dominated.

I am not a “person” as defined in “statutes” when such definition includes “artificial entities.” I refuse to be treated as a “federally” or “state” created entity which is only capable of exercising certain rights, privileges, or immunities as specifically “granted” by “federal” or “state” “governments.”

I may voluntarily choose to comply with the “laws” which others attempt to impose upon me, but no such “laws,” nor their “enforcers,” have any authority over me. I am not in any “jurisdiction,” for I am not of subject status.

Unless I have wilfully harmed or violated someone or someone’s property without their consent, I have not committed any crime, and am therefore not subject to any penalty.

Thus, be it known to all, that I reserve my natural right not to be compelled to perform under any “contract” that I did not enter into knowingly, voluntarily, and intentionally. Furthermore, I do not accept the “liability” associated with the compelled and pretended “benefit” of any hidden or unrevealed “contract” or “commercial agreement.”

As such, the hidden or unrevealed “contracts” that supposedly create “obligations” to perform, for persons of subject status, are inapplicable to me, and are null and void. If I have participated in any of the supposed “benefits” associated with these hidden “contracts,” I have done so under duress, for lack of any other practical alternative. I may have received such “benefits” but I have not accepted them in a manner that binds me to anything.

Any such participation does not constitute “acceptance,” because of the absence of full disclosure of any valid offer, and voluntary consent without misrepresentation or coercion. Without a valid voluntary offer and acceptance, knowingly entered into by both parties, there is no “meeting of the minds,” and therefore no valid contract. Any supposed “contract” is therefore void, from the beginning.

From my age of consent to the date affixed below I have never signed a contract knowingly, willingly, intelligently, voluntarily, and intentionally whereby I have waived any of my natural inherent rights, and, as such, take notice that I revoke, cancel, and make void from the beginning my signature on any and all “contracts,” “agreements,” “forms,” or any “instrument” which may be construed in any way to give any agency or department of any “government” any “authority,” “venue,” or “jurisdiction” over me.

Typical examples of such compelled and pretended “benefits” are:

    “Birth Certificate”: The fact that a “birth certificate” was issued to me by a local hospital or “government” agency when I was born, is irrelevant to my sovereignty. No status, high or low, can be assigned to another person through a piece of paper, without the recipient’s full knowledge and consent. Therefore, such a piece of paper provides date and place information only. It indicates nothing about “jurisdiction,” nothing about property ownership, nothing about rights, and nothing about subject status. The only documents that can have any significance, as it concerns my status in society, are those which I have signed as an adult, with full knowledge and consent, free from misrepresentation or coercion.  

    The use of national currency to discharge my debts: I have used these only because there is no other widely recognized currency.  

    The use of a bank account: If there is any hidden “contract” behind an account, my signature therewith gives no validity to it. The signature is only for verification of identity. I can not be obligated to fulfill any hidden or unrevealed “contract” whatsoever, due to the absence of full disclosure and voluntary consent.Likewise, my use of the bank account is due to the absence of an alternative. To not use any bank at all is very difficult and impractical. 

    The use of a “driver’s license”: There is no real need for me to have such a “license” for travelling in a car. However, if I am stopped for any reason and found to be without a “license,” it is likely I would be unduly harassed and penalized. Therefore, under duress, I carry a “license” only to avoid extreme inconvenience.  

    “State plates” on my car: Similarly, if I have “registered” my car with the “state” and carry the “state plates” on it, I have done so only because to have any other “plates” or no “plates” at all, causes me to run the risk of “police officer” harassment and extreme inconvenience.  

    The use of a “passport”: There is no real need for me to have a “passport” (or other associated “permits,” “visas,” etc.) to travel. I have the right to travel without hindrance, wherever, however, and whenever I wish, so long as I do not encroach upon the private property of others. Though without a “passport,” my right to travel is unduly hindered. Therefore, under duress, I only use a “passport” to prevent extreme inconvenience and to ensure that I can travel from one “country” to another at all.  

    Past “filing” of “tax returns”: Because such “tax returns” were “filed” under threat, duress, and coercion, and no two-way contract was ever signed with full disclosure, there is nothing in any past “filing” of “tax returns” or payments that created any valid contract. Therefore, no obligation on my part was ever created.  

    Past “enrolment” and “voting”: Similarly, since no obligation to perform in any manner was ever revealed in print, as part of the “requirements” for the supposed “privilege” to “enrol” and “vote,” any such “enrolment” or “voting” does not oblige me to do anything, nor grant any “jurisdiction” over me to anyone. “Citizenship”: Any document I may have ever signed, in which I answered “yes” to the question, “Are you a [insert name of “country” here] citizen?” – cannot be used to compromise my status as a sovereign, nor obligate me to perform in any manner. This is because without full written disclosure of the definition and consequences of such supposed “citizenship,” provided in a document bearing my signature given freely without misrepresentation or coercion, there can be no binding contract.

I am not a “[insert name of “country” here] citizen.” I am not a “resident of,” an “inhabitant of,” a “franchise of,” a “subject of,” a “ward of,” the “property of,” the “chattel of,” or “subject to the jurisdiction of” any “monarch” or any corporate “commonwealth,” “federal,” “state,” “territory,” “county,” “council,” “city,” “municipal body politic,” or other “government” allegedly “created” under the “authority” of a “constitution” or other “enactment.” I am not subject to any “legislation,” department, or agency created by such “authorities,” nor to the “jurisdiction” of any employees, officers, or agents deriving their “authority” therefrom. Nor do any of the “statutes” or “regulations” of such “authorities” apply to me or have any “jurisdiction” over me.

Further, I am not a subject of any “courts” or bound by “precedents” of any “courts,” deriving their “jurisdiction” from said “authorities.” Take notice that I hereby cancel and make void from the beginning any such “instrument” or any presumed “election” made by any “government” or any agency or department thereof, that I am or ever have voluntarily elected to be treated as a subject of any “monarch” or a “[insert name of “country” here] citizen,” or a “resident” of any “commonwealth,” “state,” “territory,” “possession,” “instrumentality,” “enclave,” “division,” “district,” or “province,” subject to their “jurisdiction(s).”

    “Constitution”: The document supposedly setting forth the foundations of a “country” and “its” “government,” has no inherent authority or obligation. A “constitution” has no authority or obligation at all, unless as a contract between two or more individuals, and then it is limited only to those individuals who have specifically entered into it. At most, such a document could be a contract between the existing people at the time of its creation, but no-one has the right, authority, or power to bind their posterity. I have not knowingly, voluntarily and intentionally entered into any such “constitution” contract to oblige myself thereby, therefore such a document is inapplicable to me, and anyone claiming to derive their “authority” from such a document has no “jurisdiction” over me. 

    Use of semantics: There are some immature people with mental imbalances, such as the craving to dominate other people, who masquerade as “government,” and call the noises and scribbles that emanate from their mouths and pens “the law” which “must be obeyed.” Just because they alter definitions of words in their “law” books to their supposed advantage, doesn’t mean I accept those definitions. The fact that they define the words “person,” “address,” “mail,” “resident,” “motor vehicle,” “driving,” “passenger,” “employee,” “income,” and many others, in ways different from the common usage, so as to be associated with a subject or slave status, means nothing in real life.Because the “courts” have become entangled in the game of semantics, be it known to all “courts” and all parties, that if I have ever signed any document or spoken any words on record, using words defined by twists in any “law” books different from the common usage, there can be no effect whatsoever on my sovereign status in society thereby, nor can there be created any “obligation” to perform in any manner, by the mere use of such words. Where the definition in the common dictionary differs from the definition in the “law” dictionary, it is the definition in the common dictionary that prevails, because it is more trustworthy.

Such compelled and supposed “benefits” include, but are not limited to, the aforementioned typical examples. My use of such alleged “benefits” is under duress only, and is with full reservation of all my natural inherent rights. I have waived none of my intrinsic rights and freedoms by my use thereof. Furthermore, my use of such compelled “benefits” may be temporary, until alternatives become available, practical, and widely recognized.

REVOCATION OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

I hereby revoke, rescind, cancel, and make void from the beginning, all powers of attorney, in fact or otherwise, implied in “law” or otherwise, signed either by me or anyone else, as it pertains to any “tax file/identification number” and/or “social security number” assigned to me, as it pertains to my “birth certificate,” and as it pertains to any and all other numbers, “licenses,” “certificates,” and other “instruments” issued by any and all “government” and quasi-“governmental” departments or agencies, due to the use of various elements of fraud by said agencies to attempt to deprive me of my sovereignty and/or property.

I hereby waive, cancel, repudiate, and refuse to knowingly accept any alleged “benefit” or “gratuity” associated with any of the aforementioned numbers, “licenses,” “certificates,” and other “instruments.” My use of any such numbers, “licenses,” “certificates,” or other “instruments” has been for information purposes only, and does not grant any “jurisdiction” to anyone.

I do hereby revoke and rescind all powers of attorney, in fact or otherwise, signed by me or otherwise, implied in “law” or otherwise, with or without my consent or knowledge, as it pertains to any and all property, real or personal, corporeal or incorporeal, obtained in the past, present, or future. I am the sole and absolute owner and possess allodial title to any and all such property.

Take notice that I also revoke, cancel, and make void from the beginning all powers of attorney, in fact, in presumption, or otherwise, signed either by me or anyone else, claiming to act on my behalf, with or without my consent, as such power of attorney pertains to me or any property owned by me, by, but not limited to, any and all quasi/colorable, public, “governmental” departments, agencies or corporations on the grounds of constructive fraud, concealment, and nondisclosure of pertinent facts.

I affirm that all of the foregoing is true and correct. I affirm that I am competent to make this Affidavit. I hereby affix my own signature to all of the affirmations in this entire document with explicit reservation of all my inalienable rights and my specific right not to be bound by any “contract” or “obligation” which I have not entered into knowingly, voluntarily, intentionally, and without misrepresentation, duress, or coercion.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
BOTTOM LINE QUESTIONS by B.W.Cornwell

Is it REALLY necessary to fill out some document or affidavit to prove you know about their SCAM? If you are indeed SOVEREIGN as one of the PEOPLE then filling out a FORM does little in the "scheme" of things. It might help YOU at best. After all, YOU, having read the information KNOW already and telling them you know means nothing to them. They CANNOT let go of their SCAM. No matter what you do they have to continue to be negative towards you. WE are the only ones that support their system by their FORCE. Just don't submit to their games.

It is my contention that telling them that I know their game in an affidavit just puts me on one of their LISTS of people to "take out" first when their storm trooppers come door to door for our guns. Sure . . . sending out documents to those in high positions in their agencies might scare them a little bit. Sure, that might let them know that we know all about their scam. 

BUT there is a way to do it through their system that other people can view. That is in the court rooms across America. When they see one of the People standing up and proving our Rights then ALL the people in that court room will see and hear the evidence and start to know their scam. And isn't that better than telling the Agents and Agencies? Telling an agent is telling the wolf he is a wolf. He already knows he's a wolf and he is not going to stop being one for you.

Okay, some persons in agencies might not know about the SCAM but the one at the top of the agency will definitely know and he does not care. Or he has to protect the scam for fear of his higher-ups or to simply protect his paycheck. Those that KNOW about the SCAM know they are playing against the People and are TREASONOUS; and the penalty under Common Law is DEATH. Do you think telling him he has committed Treason will make him admit his GUILT? 

To me, it does not matter if you tell the ones that are guilty. It matters that you show by example that you are simply one of the People and this is where we draw our line in the sand. TAKE THEM TO COURT. Sue the bastards one by one on a personal level, because the line we draw in the sand in the courtroom is better than the one we draw with rifles in are hands should that time become necessary  . . . civil wars are not pretty. Whole families are wiped out. So let's be selective now while we can still protect our families. Let's take them out one by one in the court . . . OUR COURT. 


